ASGE.org Website:

ASGE physicians have highly specialized training in endoscopic procedures of the digestive tract, including upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy, flexible sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). ASGE is the only medical society that requires documentation of specific training in GI endoscopic procedures. Website placements will be run of site on ASGE.org, with an additional placement on the GI Leap Education Page.

Pricing:

A. Website Banner Package
ASGE.org Website: 728 x 90 pixels
GI Leap Website: 1200 x 125 pixels
$5,000/Year

Need help with ad design?
Our graphic services are included.

*All positions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis.
SCOPE E-NEWSLETTER

REACH OVER 8,000 SUBSCRIBERS WEEKLY!

SCOPE E-NEWSLETTER

A. Leaderboard Banner
(600x75 px)

Video Tip of the Week
This week’s video by Features Douglas O. Adelman, MD, FASGE, presenting DVD: Control Gastric Bleeding.

About SCOPE eNewsletter:
The SCOPE eNewsletter is released weekly on Wednesdays, highlighting newsworthy items pertaining to gastroenterology for ASGE members.

Pricing:
A. Leaderboard Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$7,500/Quarter

B. Top Featured Content
Image: 180 x 150 pixels
Up to 50 words of text to accompany the image
$7,000/Quarter

C. Middle Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$6,500/Quarter

D. Bottom Featured Content
Image: 180 x 150 pixels
Up to 50 words of text to accompany the image
$6,000/Quarter

E. Bottom Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$5,500/Quarter

Need help with ad design?
Our graphic services are included.

*All positions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

ASGE
American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

About ASGE:
ASGE is the recognized leader in gastroenterology. Founded in 1941, ASGE is a national organization of more than 13,000 physicians that includes all facets of gastrointestinal endoscopy.

Pricing:
A. Leaderboard Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$7,500/Quarter

B. Top Featured Content
Image: 180 x 150 pixels
Up to 50 words of text to accompany the image
$7,000/Quarter

C. Middle Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$6,500/Quarter

D. Bottom Featured Content
Image: 180 x 150 pixels
Up to 50 words of text to accompany the image
$6,000/Quarter

E. Bottom Banner
600 x 75 pixels
$5,500/Quarter

Need help with ad design?
Our graphic services are included.

*All positions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
3300 Woodmead One - touchscreen, IL 60015

Questions or feedback? Email ASGE or call 830-73-ASGE

Unsubscribe

powered by HIGHER LOGIC

755-790-0001 info@associationrevenuepartners.com
The Practical Solutions eNewsletter is released monthly on the last Tuesday of the month, providing resources for the GI Team on policy, practice, quality, reimbursement and patient education.

**Pricing:**

- **A. Leaderboard Banner**
  - 600 x 75 pixels
  - $6,000/Quarter

- **B. Featured Content**
  - Image: 180 x 150 pixels
  - Up to 50 words of text to accompany the image
  - $5,000/Quarter

Need help with ad design? Our graphic services are included.

*All positions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis.*
DEDICATED BLAST

About the Dedicated Blast:
Dedicated Blasts are only sent out once per month to all ASGE members, with only one company allowed to promote their message.

Pricing:

**Dedicated Blast**
HTML or TXT File | Email Subject Line | Reply To Email
$5,000/Each

Need help with ad design?
Our graphic services are included.

*All positions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis.*

About the Dedicated Blast:
MyAnalytics is the answer

MatrixCare’s new MyAnalytics software can help meet your organization’s need for accurate, up-to-date data. Create personalized, relevant dashboards to help you analyze business trends and metrics - even from mobile devices.

- Offers near-real-time data
- Built on Microsoft Azure and Power BI platform
- Allows personalization of dashboards
- View data on any device, anywhere

Learn more

Connect with us
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